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Abstract 
The purpose of  this study is to examine how body language, specifically hand 
gestures, correlate to in-group and out-group notions. To approach the issue the 
hand gestures of  two politicians are compared with a focus on how their 
gestures relate to in-group and out-group notions in their speech. Interaction 
analysis is applied, and the gestures of  each politician are categorised and 
summarised to be analysed. The analysis reveals that there is a distinct 
difference between the two politicians in what gestures they use over all, and 
consequently also differences in their gestures when discussing in-groups versus 
out-groups. However, the main takeaway from the discussion is that one of  the 
politicians is directing their gestures towards the camera, whereas the other 
politician mostly directs their gestures at the live audience.  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1. Introduction 
How humans communicate and convey meaning to each other is a much 
studied phenomenon, see for example (Enfield & Levinson, 2006; Saeed, 2016; 
Baker & Hengeveld, 2012). However these studies are oftentimes focused on 
spoken language. This study does not attempt to minimise the efficiency and 
precision of  spoken language as a tool for communication. However, the main 
emphasis of  this particular study will be on the role that body language, 
specifically hand and arm gestures, play in the communicative efforts of  the 
human race. This paper supports and is dependent on a multimodal view of  
language, in which there is a direct connection between speakers thoughts and 
their gestures. Because of  this connection it is interesting to study the details of  
gesture, as they possibly are less controlled than the speakers speech, and 
therefore gestures could reveal more of  the speakers unfiltered thoughts to an 
observer.  

A focus on in- and out-group notions further delimits the study. There is a clear 
distinction between acting as a member of  a group or as an individual, and 
more specifically, between acting in one's own self  interest or in the group's 
interest. One clear-cut example of  this is when people participate in war, which 
obviously is not in the individual's self  interest, as participating in a war greatly 
increases the possibility of  the individual's death. On the other hand, winning a 
war could provide the group with benefits, such as control over more land, 
resources or people. So given the right circumstances, the drive to act in the 
group's best interest can outweigh the drive to act in one's own self  interest.  

This particular study is based on one rally each for the Democrat and 
Republican candidate for the American presidential election 2016. The rallies 
both take place in Michigan a few hours apart, the evening respectively night 
before the election. The original data is video, but it has been transcribed for the 
purpose of  detailed analysis. American politicians were chosen both because of  
easily available data, and that in US politics there is an established rivalry 
between the two biggest parties, which provides a clear sense of  “us versus 
them”. Naturally, the in-group/out-group mentality is heightened at events such 
as political rallies. 
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Also noteworthy is the particular context and social order that surrounds a 
speech, since there is usually only one speaker and one turn. The interaction 
between speaker and audience is usually limited during a speech, and there is no 
turn taking embedded in the social order. It would not be appropriate for an 
audience member to answer a politicians rhetorical questions, unless cues to do 
exactly that were provided by the speaker. Moreover, the physical context 
surrounding the politician is also very limiting. The podium, for example limits 
some arm movements and gestures, the speakers cannot walk around as they 
speak and the speakers basically face the cameras with their upper bodies at all 
times. 

To study the gestures the speech and accompanying gestures are transcribed, 
categorised and analysed. A variant of  interaction analysis called EMCA is used 
as a qualitative analysis tool, and quantitatively the amount of  gestures in each 
category is also counted. Finally the two analytic approaches are discussed and 
integrated.  

1.1. Purpose 
The purpose of  this paper is to examine how body language in politicians, 
specifically hand gestures, correlate to speech pertaining to an in-group or an 
out-group. 

1.2. Research questions 
a) Which gestures are two politicians using when speaking of  in-group and out-

group notions? 

b) How frequently is any given gesture used? 

c) How are the politicians using these gestures in relation to in-group and out-
group notions? 

1.3. Delimitations 
This study is limited to two politicians and only their hand gestures during 
speech about in-groups and out-groups. Other body language, such as facial 
expressions is beyond the scope of  this study, as are hand gestures that take place 
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during speech about other topics. However, some “neutral” gestures that happen 
in-between in-group/out-group gestures, or directly before or after such in-
group/out-group gestures will be explored to some extent. Due to the 
delimitations of  this study, the study does not make an effort to say something in 
general about the communicative meaning of  hand gestures. However, as a case 
study, it can potentially say something about the communicative meaning of  the 
hand gestures present in this particular context. 
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2. Background 
The background will present three topics. The first, what gestures are and how 
they are different from speech. The second, what in- and out-groups are and 
why humans have them. Finally, the method which will be used for the 
subsequent data analysis is presented. 

2.1. Gestures 
There is a multitude of  physical expressions that are considered body language 
in every-day interaction, that might bear meaning in addition to speech. 
However, for the purpose of  this paper only hand and arm gestures will be 
considered for analysis, as these type of  gestures are plentiful and readily 
available in the data. 

2.1.1. Gestures and speech 

Hand gestures in interaction can be used as symbols representing more than just 
the hand itself, and the meaning of  the hand gesture is designated by the 
speaker in the moment of  speaking. A gesture that represents a character during 
one part of  speech can be re-designated as an object or as a location in the next, 
rendering the designation to be freely made by the speaker. Nevertheless, the 
form of  the gesture is, with few exceptions, determined by the content of  the 
underlying idea (Harrison, 2018). As gestures are often used in concordance 
with spoken language, gesture and speech are to be considered the product of  
one single mental process, expressed through different mediums. Important to 
note here is that gestures are not paralinguistic, they are not simply adding 
information to speech. Rather language itself  is intrinsically both verbal and 
gestural. The gestures are not conceptualised based on the words the speaker 
has chosen, once again, both are the product of  the same mental process. 
Therefore speech and gestures should be considered equal in expressive 
potential, and equally deserving of  scientific scrutiny.  

Furthermore there are strong illustrative components to gestures that are not 
present in speech. In some cases it can be easier to describe an event in gestures 
than words, and according to McNeill (1992) gestures can also express “images 
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the speaker thinks are concealed” (p. 11). He even goes as far as to say that an 
observer can effectively “mind read” (p. 110) the thoughts of  a speaker by 
observing their gestures. Some support for this “mind reading” claim can be 
found in the research of  Goldin-Meadow (for example Goldin-Meadow, 2006; 
Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986). In her research Goldin-Meadow consistently 
finds links between children's level of  understanding and their hand gestures. 
Even though they cannot seem to fully complete their underlying thought, for 
example, children with a deeper understanding for mathematical concepts will 
showcase this deeper understanding in gesture. Even though they do not seem 
capable to express that deeper understanding using spoken language. Finally, to 
further highlight the close synchrony between speech and gesture, it has been 
noted that speech and gesture are similarly affected by aphasia. (McNeill, 1992) 
Arguably because aphasia affects the understanding of  the underlying idea, and 
not just the ability to speak words. 

As discussed above, gestures and speech are derived from the same concept or 
idea. Nevertheless there are certain key differences between the two, which 
means that they cannot be analysed using the same methods. One of  the main  
differences is that spoken and written language strictly hierarchical, whereas 
gestures cannot be combined to form a higher level of  abstraction. Words can 
make clauses that in turn makes sentences, and there is no comparable level of  
abstraction for gestures. Rather the gesture provides a snapshot of  what is 
salient to the speaker in that moment. A single word will most of  the time 
require additional context to be understood, in contrast with gestures that in 
most cases stand on their own, and can be understood without additional 
gestures for context. On the other hand, it is physically impossible to perform a 
gesture in an identical fashion twice, yet there are obvious observable similarities 
to be found between certain gestures. Therefore gestures are commonly divided 
into categories based on their form, in order to classify them and make the 
gestures available for analysis. These categories are called gesture families and are 
mainly based on the hand shape, although arm position, palm orientation, 
direction and location in space can also be noted (Harrison, 2018). 

As many politicians are rhetorically trained, there is a distinction to be made 
between the rehearsed gestures commonly used in rhetorics and the 
spontaneous gestures that naturally accompany speech. However, there is no 
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way to determine from the material if  a gesture was spontaneous or pre-
rehearsed, so unfortunately that distinction will not be found in the analysis.  

2.1.2. Practical application 

There are many ways to categorise and divide different kinds of  gestures. In this 
paper there are four main types of  gestures: emblems, iconic gestures, 
metaphoric gestures, and beats. 

Emblems are what one could call an iconic gesture, that carries a well 
established meaning of  its own, almost regardless of  the context. For example 
two fingers in a V shape, signalling “peace” is an emblem. 

Iconic gestures are closely connected to the semantic content of  the spoken 
phrase, whereas metaphoric gestures are used in relation to abstract concepts. 
For example saying “you” and pointing at the listener is an iconic gesture, and 
metaphorically a speaker might “pick up” knowledge and “place it” in their 
head to illustrate that they have learnt something. The metaphoric gestures are 
however commonly presented as a more concrete “object” to the listener, 
perhaps made even clearer by the three stages of  the conduit metaphor as 
presented in McNeill (1992, p. 147). 

In his book, McNeill uses “cartoon” as an example of  the conduit metaphor. 
The cartoon genre in itself  is an abstract concept, and that concept is being 
presented orally by a speaker to a listener. The speaker couples the explanation 
of  the cartoon with a gesture that suggests that the speaker is handing a box to 
the listener. Understanding this example through the conduit metaphor would 
mean that a) “cartoon” is the substance, b) “cartoon” is placed in an imaginary 
box, c) the box is “handed to” the listener whilst the speaker is presenting the 
cartoon. This is possibly reflective of  the thought process behind the words and 
gesture. If  the speaker is thinking of  the substance as a single entity, then during 
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speech about that entity, that entity itself  can be rendered into an image through 
gesture. 

In contrast with the previous gesture types there are some gestures where the 
form is not connected to the semantic content of  the speech. The main category 
of  that type are beats, which instead are closely linked to the syntactic structure 
of  the spoken language. Beats are one reoccurring gesture that either marks the 
important words in a sentence or the rhythm of  speech. Beats are individual, 
and their form tend to be the same regardless of  the semantic content. 
Moreover, beats tend to have two phases (eg. up and down, or left and right) 
whilst proper gestures commonly have three phases: 1, preparation, in which the 
hands and arms move into a more favourable position before actually 
“performing” the gesture; 2, stroke, the main part of  the gesture; and 3, 
retraction, where the hands and arms return to their original position before the 
preparation or land in some other relaxed state. If  one single gesture contains 
more than one stroke, then the two strokes are considered two separate gestures, 
but part of  the same gesture unit. 

Furthermore gestures can also be two handed. There are two variants of  these 
handed gestures, the first is when the two hands are mirror images of  each 
other, the second being when the two hands have different forms. For the first 
case, with the same form for both hands, McNeill (1992) states that such a two 
handed gesture does not seem to carry any additional semantic meaning beyond 
that of  a similar one handed gesture. However, in the second case where the 
hands are different, one is commonly used as a motionless reference point to the 
other. The first hand can for example can be a location or a motionless 
character, contrasting with a running character or an object that is moving past 
the reference point. 

2.2. In-groups and out-groups 
For every human, a group that reflects that individual's social values or personal 
identity is considered an in-group, in contrast with any out-group, that does not 
share either morally "correct" values or other features that the individual 
identifies with. The individual's social identity is defined by what social groups 
they consider, accept and to a certain extent internalise as in-groups (Turner & 
Reynolds, 2010). A tendency to relate to the in-group and dehumanise the out-
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group has been observed in children as young as six years old. Although explicit 
prejudice may decrease with age, this study found that adults would still not 
consider an out-group to have as complicated emotions as an in-group (Martin, 
Bennett & Murray, 2008). Yet, what constitutes an in-group or out-group is 
highly situational and individual. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, an in-group mentality can make the individual 
prioritise the groups well being over their own, to a life threatening degree. To 
be prepared to die for the benefits of  the group does not seem to be viable from 
an evolutionary perspective at first. However, humans have an uncommon 
evolutionary strategy for survival in which culture has allowed for the option of  
group selection rather than just individual selection (Enfield & Levinson, 2006). 
This evolutionary mechanism enables the individual to abandon a "me first" 
mentality for an "us versus them" mentality, for the greater benefit of  the in-
group. This strategy is unusual, but by no means unique, for example ants and 
termites also prioritise group survival and go to war in self  sacrifice, see for 
example Laciny et al. (2018). Without the in-group/out-group mentality, human 
sociality as we know it would not have been possible (Enfield & Levinson, 2006). 

2.3. Interaction analysis 
Austin’s speech act theory proposes that language is action (Saeed, 2016). The 
theory advocates that certain spoken utterances can be interpreted as actions in 
their own right. One such example is that a ’promise’ does not require any 
additional physical action and is perceived as an action in itself, merely through 
the use of  spoken language. However, the reverse phenomenon can also be 
argued for, namely that physical action is a significant aspect of  language. This 
position is supported by Broth and Mondada (2013) and Haddington (2018) 
among others, and the position argues that interacting participants coordinate 
their physical actions (such as movements) with other participants during talk. 
Through these actions, the participants make themselves accountable ”as a 
person who does “x”. ”x” being whatever action the participants are currently 
performing. Subsequently, actions can be language in the sense that actions 
communicate vital parts of  information from one participant to another. This 
line of  thought corresponds well with the praxeological approach as presented 
by M. Broth (Lecture, 13 November, 2018), as it argues that most human actions 
are purpose based. A certain action performed by a participant will then have 
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the purpose of  conveying meaning to their co-participants, and thereby in 
practice making that action one vital part of  language.  

The individual’s understanding of  language is always dependent on the context 
surrounding the spoken phrase. Naturally, one word or action cannot carry the 
same meaning as any other word or action, however that same word or action 
can mean any number of  different things depending on the context. The 
context does not only consist of  other words or actions, but the participants’ 
environment can also be included and actively used in their interaction. 
However the participants’ context is not only existing and surrounding the 
participants as they interact, but is rather being spoken and acted into existence 
by the participants as they are interacting. As their interaction is created over 
time, every contribution by the participants is both context dependent and 
context renewing (Majlesi, Jansson & Rydell, n.d.). 

Another concept that influences the context of  the conversation is the social 
order. It dictates when it is appropriate for interacting individuals to speak and 
limits how long any participant’s spacing turn can be. The interacting 
participants’ context provides the structure for their interaction and signals what 
is appropriate within the situation in order to keep all participants from breaking 
the social order. In theory, all interaction is kept within this social order, since 
people’s actions are not random, but carefully designed to make themselves 
accountable. Participants interact with each other in the hopes of  being 
understood, and will continuously search for signs from their co-participants that 
indicate how their utterance was received, and if  mutual understanding was 
achieved (Goodwin, 1979). Even though in this particular study the speakers are 
not interacting with co-participants, but rather with an audience or a camera, it 
is reasonable to assume that the politicians in this study are also speaking with 
the purpose of  being understood. However, their reflexive understanding of  the 
audience’s understanding is different from the understanding in a normal 
interaction, as the politician cannot determine the understanding of  any 
individual audience member. Rather they have to “read” the audience as one 
entity, and determine their understanding based on group actions such as 
cheering or booing. The audience members also display that they, as a group, 
are aware of  this dynamic by partaking in such group actions. Loud cheering or 
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booing would be misplaced in an average conversation, but is perfectly fine 
within this social order. 

Interacting participants in normal conversations actively adapt their actions and 
utterances to their current audience. This phenomenon happens ”online” and a 
major aspect of  seamless interaction is projection, by which participants 
consistently predict what the likeliest outcome of  the current turn is, and ”fill in 
the gaps” as the turn proceeds (Mondada, 2006 a). In normal, face to face 
conversations co-participants project the end of  a turn, so another participant 
wishing to contribute can make themselves ready to take the next turn when the 
speaker has delivered their contribution. Thereby keeping the social order intact 
and not interrupting the current speaker. 

In this paper, the main tool used to map the gesture-speech combinations is  
multimodal interaction analysis, a combination of  ethnomethodology and 
conversation analysis, also known as EMCA. Ethnomethodologists concern 
themselves with observing behaviours of  others whilst interfering as little as 
possible, and according to Patel and Davidsson (1991), the method also focuses 
on how knowledge in the observed subjects is acquired specifically trough 
interaction. In EMCA Ethnomethodology contributes a scientific interest 
pertaining to the ordinary, as well as to culture. Conversation Analysis (CA) is 
centered on talk within interaction, and highlights the structured way in which 
interacting participants order and coordinate their talk (Heritage, 2009). 

Detailed transcriptions are also a fundamental tool used in CA, because if  talk is 
transcribed, the analyst can present both the ”raw” data and their interpretation 
of  the material. This lends an opportunity to other researchers to possibly 
challenge the original researcher’s analysis, or provide additional insights into 
the material. EMCA emphasises the both need for a detailed transcription on 
order to study the temporal arrangement of  words, actions and their 
relationship, and makes salient how specific gestures are connected to individual 
words during speech. 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3. Data 
The data used in the upcoming analysis is retrieved from recordings of  one 
campaign rally in Michigan for each candidate respectively. The video footage is 
freely available on YouTube, the links to the videos are: 

Trump	  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQdwG1xf5dg 

Clinton	  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZngjbhTEhNk 

The time codes for each clip can be found in each respective transcription, 
found in chapter 5, Analysis.  

As presidential candidates the politicians themselves are representatives of  their 
parties. It is not uncommon to find a candidate referring to “I want” when 
discussing policy suggestions, and therefore first person referrals are also 
considered part of  the in- and out-group notions. There are six clips of  Trump, 
and five of  Clinton. However Trump’s clips total 78 seconds, whereas Clinton’s 
total is 87 seconds of  data. Because of  the minimal time difference they are  
considered to have comparable amounts of  data. 

American rather than Swedish politicians were chosen mostly because of  the 
established rivalry between the two biggest parties in the US. In Swedish politics 
there are multiple parties that do or do not stand in opposition to one another 
depending on the subject matter at hand. Because of  this variability it is much 
harder to get a clear sense of  the in-group and out-group. 
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4. Method 
In order to be able to clearly distinguish between an individual discussing their 
in-group or out-group as an observer, it is necessary to choose data with distinct 
opposing sides. For the sake of  simplicity preferably two sides, where the 
gesturing individual is clearly for one side and against the other. Politics fulfils 
these criteria and offers clear view of  hands in action as the politics are “being 
performed”. 

The videos presented in Data were watched in their entirety, and subsequently 
all instances where a candidate was talking about a recognisable in-group or 
out-group were cut out. This includes instances of  them talking about 
themselves or their opponent. Then the clips were reviewed again, some were 
removed for not being as relevant as some of  their counterparts, for example 
where the in-/out-group definition was not entirely clear, or the hands were 
partially obstructed during the gesture. Other clips were disregarded for being  
too long sequences of  speech and/or gesture. Whether a clip is eligible for the 
final data set or not was determined by the candidate’s speech, as they had to be 
talking about a recognisable in-group or out-group. However where each clip 
was determined to begin and end depended on where the gesture(s) associated 
with the speech began or ended.  

The images presented in this paper are drawn renderings rather than 
screenshots. This is common within interaction analysis for noise reduction and 
the ability to make details more salient, as well as for anonymization purposes. 
In this case no attempts on anonymization were made, as I believe that calling 
the candidates “candidate 1 and 2” or making up pseudonyms would have 
increased confusion as the candidates are both well known public figures. The 
image renderings are occasionally not timed with the expressed in-/out-group 
notion, although in those cases the candidate is still holding the same gesture 
stroke as they when explicitly talking about the in-group or out-group. 

The neutral images are kept in the analysis for two reasons. The first, for 
improved readability and continuity between the transcript and the images. The 
second, to not disregard the possibility that gestures could be used continuously , 
and independently of  the in- or out-group context. 
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Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that the analysis is based on the 
videos rather than the images presented in chapter 4 Method and chapter 5 
Analysis. The images are 2D renderings of  gestures the candidates performed 
during the rallies, but for increased accuracy one might want to also watch the 
videos of  the candidates speaking, and not entirely rely on the rendered images. 

As a final note, as presented in section 2.1. Gestures, two handed “mirrored” 
gestures are treated as carrying the same meaning as their one-handed 
counterparts. This makes them distinct from “two handed gestures”, which will 
be further analysed in this chapter, under section 4.3.3. Two handed gestures. 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4.1. Transcription 
The transcription conventions used in this study are based on transcription 
conventions used by Mondada (2006 b). 

In the transcription there are numbered lines in black representing speech. 
Underneath one such line, up to two different types of  grey lines can be present. 
The first type of  grey line is representing the gestures of  the candidate, and the 
second marks where the images are coordinated with the speech. 

Symbol Meaning
+description+ The described stroke starts at the first +, and 

the stroke is continuously performed until the 
next +

+…+ The preparation phase begins at the first +, 
and continues until the next +

+,,,+ The retraction phase begins at the first +, and 
continues until the next +

- ->>+ There is a line break, but the action continues 
until the next +

>>- - The gesture begun before the beginning of  the 
transcript

(.) A micropause in speech, less than 0.2 seconds

(X.X) A pause in speech, its length specified in tenths 
of  a second

#img X The corresponding image is based on that 
moment in speech
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For example: 

Should be interpreted as: 

1. John says “hello”, pauses for five tenths of  a second, and then continues to 
say “my name is John”. 

2. The speech is accompanied by a gesture that John starts to prepare as he is 
saying “hello”. 

3. The stroke of  the gesture is a wave, and the wave is happening during the 
short pause. 

4. John retracts the gesture as he is saying “my name”, and the gesture is fully 
retracted before he says “is John”. 

5. There is also an image of  the wave, which is named image 1. 

4.2. In-group out-group classification 
The gestures represented in the images in the transcriptions are considered to 
either be associated with in-group notions (such as “we”, “our”, “I”), out-group 
notions (such as “them”, “he/she”) or to be neutral (such as “today”, “industry”, 
“long”). The images are then labeled according to what category they are. In-
group images are framed with a solid border, out-group images have a dotted 
border, and neutral images do not have a border at all. 
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4.3. Gesture categories 
The gestures found in the data set were categorised into five main categories and  
several sub categories. Illustrated examples and explanations of  each category 
will be presented in the following sections. This type of  categorisation and 
analysis follows the ones presented in McNeill (1992) and Harrison (2018) 
among others. Although, since their subject matters differ from the one 
presented here, and each categorisation is context specific, for most of  the 
gestures categorised below, only their method can be applied, and not their 
analysis. 

4.3.1. Open palm gestures 

These gestures all share the same hand form, a relaxed hand with stretched out 
fingers. However, depending on the palm direction, the arm position and the 
spatial enactment of  the gesture, these categories still carry different semantic 
meanings. 

4.3.1.1. Open palm towards camera 

Classic negating gesture (Harrison, 2018), metaphorically pushing something 
away, stopping it, or just plainly saying “no”. In some two handed cases it can 
symbolise a metaphorical “hands off ” approach, depending on the positioning 
of  the arms. In cases signalling “stop” or similar, the hands will be placed in 
front of  the body, as illustrated by the first image. In the “hands off ” case the 
arms will be on each side of  the upper body, as shown in the second image. 
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4.3.1.2. Open palm towards self 

The form of  the hand is similar to the previous open palm gesture, although 
when the arm is turned there is a shift in semantic meaning as well. With 
straight, tense, fingers it creates more of  a slicing gesture, as in the first example. 
The second example is very similar to the first, although the fingers are relaxed 
in an upturned bowl shape. This results in a questioning or waiting to receive 
(an answer) effect. The third example is an emotional gesture, associated with 
heightened feelings. 

4.3.1.3. Open palm inwards 

The arm position in this gesture once again makes it slightly different from the 
gesture above. This is more of  a “boxing something in” gesture and can be used 
to offer a concept to the listener, as a physical embodiment of  the conduit 
metaphor. 
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4.3.1.4. Open palm upwards 

In this gesture the arms are open wide, with the fingers in a relaxed bowl shape 
it implies either a “measuring” gesture or posing a question and once again, 
metaphorically being ready to receive an answer. 

4.3.1.5. Open palm periphery 

Semantically, these gestures carry the same meaning as having an open palm 
towards the camera. However, the gesture is performed in the extreme 
periphery, out of  the line of  sight for a normal conversation. Performing 
gestures out of  sight in the conversation serves no active purpose for the speaker, 
so though a praxeological mindset it is plain to see that the speaker does not 
actively mean for gesture to be performed at all. This is an example of  a gesture 
revealing “hidden” unspoken thoughts to the observer. 

4.3.2. Pinching gestures 

A pinching gesture is considered a precision gesture. Through the conduit 
metaphor one would be picking up something small, like a detail, and handing it 
to the listener. However, Trump often uses a one handed pinch as his beat, and 
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subsequently performs this gesture for parsing his sentences and for adding 
emphasis. 

4.3.2.1. Pinching towards camera 

These beats highlight what Trump considers to be important in a sentence. 

4.3.2.2. Pinching towards self 

Clinton uses this gesture in accordance with the conduit metaphor, as she is 
moving an abstract concept that she “picked up” towards herself. 

4.3.2.3. Pinching away 
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For Trump this gesture is still only a beat. Clinton is once again “picking up” an 
abstract concept. 

4.3.3. Two handed gestures 

In all the two handed gestures presented thus far the hands have been mirror 
images of  each other. This section pertains to two handed gestures where the 
hands differ from each other in form.   

In the first example Clinton is talking about “stacking”. Meanwhile she is using 
her left hand as a reference point, and lifting her right hand upwards, illustrating 
the motion of  “stacking” something on top of  her reference point. In contrast, 
the second example is quite different from the first. Trump is not using either 
hand as a reference point for the other, but rather performing two distinct 
gestures at once. With his left hand he is gesturing the first kind of  open palm, 
the “no”/“stop” gesture. Simultaneously he is gesturing his characteristic beat 
with his right hand, as if  saying “stop” and also highlighting the importance of  
specific words in his speech.  

4.3.4. Pointing gestures 
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A pointing gesture is commonly used consciously as a marker for direction, in 
ambivalent cases a clarification of  which entity is being referred to, or for 
nominating the next speaker in a conversation. It can also be used to count 
items on a list among other things. 

4.3.5. Landings 

The landing gesture is not a particular gesture, but rather where the hands 
“land” after the retraction phase of  the gesture. It differs from all the other 
gestures, as it is where the speaker puts their hands in-between gestures. The 
landing marks the end of  a sentence, paragraph or other distinct segment, and 
just like the beat the landing is a gesture used for parsing language rather than 
expressing semantic content. As landings can look very different each time, the 
landings are explicitly described in the data, rather than being referred to as a 
landing in general. For example, the first gesture is referred to as “both hands on 
podium” in the accompanying transcript rather than “landing”. 

In some cases there is no landing described in the transcription, which means 
that the speaker begun to prepare the next gesture before properly landing in a 
describable gesture. 
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5. Analysis 
In this chapter, firstly the quantitative analysis of  each gesture per candidate and 
in-group or out-group context will be featured, then the transcripts for each 
candidate will be presented in chronological order, starting with the Republican 
candidate Trump. For each candidate the gestures will be analysed according to 
the gesture categories featured in section 4.3. Gesture categories. The transcripts are 
named after a significant word that occurs in the beginning of  the transcript, 
and after each transcript there is a table summarising how the images were 
classified. 
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5.1. Quantitative summary 
Table 5.1. a summary of  all the gestures presented in chapter 5. The absence of  a gesture is 
indicated by “—“ rather than “0” for improved readability. Marked in orange is the person 
who gestured more of  that particular gesture in that context. 

GESTURES Trump 
IN

Trump 
OUT

Trump 
NEU

Clinton 
IN

Clinton 
OUT

Clinton 
NEU

Open palm 
towards camera 4 5 6 — — 1

Open palm 
towards self — — — 1 3 1

Open palm 
inwards 1 — 3 2 1 2

Open palm 
upwards — — — 2 — 1

Open palm 
periphery — 1 1 — — —

Pinching 
towards camera 2 4 3 — — —

Pinching 
towards self — — — 2 1 1

Pinching away 2 1 1 2 — —

Two handed 1 — — 2 3 1

Pointing 2 — — 3 2 3

Landing — — 3 — 1 8

12 11 17 14 11 18
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5.2. The Republican candidate: Trump 
In this section, the selected transcripts and accompanying gestures for Trump 
will be presented in chronological order. 

5.2.1. “Flawed” 

Trump is performing his characteristic beat, but with two hands. This puts extra 
emphasis on the words “one” in the beginning of  the excerpt and “flawed” at 
the end. 

IMG 1

Out-group  
Pinching towards 

camera
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…flawed candidate…

img 1



5.2.2. “Consider” 

rh in the transcript stands for right hand 

In image 1 Trump asks the audience a rhetorical question “Do you want 
America to be ruled by the corrupt political class?”. At the same time he is 
giving them the answer with his hand, by gesturing “no”. By changing the beat 
in image 2 Trump stresses the shift in tone as he is contrasting two alternatives. 
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img 2

…America to…

img 1

…be ruled…



Image 3, here Trump is pointing at the audience, whilst explicitly saying the 
word “you”. Thereby he is highlighting the specific entity that is being referred 
to and eliminating ambiguity. What is interesting about this particular case is 
that the speech surrounding the gesture can be interpreted as both an in-group 

and an out-group case. An argument for the in-group classification is that he 
clearly considers his audience an in-group, as will be even more explicitly 
presented in section 5.5. Trump 5, “Want”. On the other hand, he is explicitly 
saying the word “you” as he is pointing, and therefore clearly is not referring to 
himself. Hence, he is explicitly excluding himself  from his own in-group. In 
image 4, based on the positioning of  the arms, Trump is reinforcing his 
disinvolvement in the in-group by signalling “hands off ”. Ironically, by 
promoting the group’s interests (to rule themselves) above his own (to be the 
designated ruler) Trump is clearly displaying his commitment to the in-group by 
excluding himself  from the in-group. 

IMG 1 IMG 2 IMG 3 IMG 4
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…you the…

img 3

…the people…

img 4

…crooked…

img 5

…has not…

img 6



Out-group  
Open palm  

towards camera

Neutral 
Pinching  

away

In-group 
Pointing

In-group  
Open palm  

towards camera
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…she doesn’t…

img 7 img 8

…begin she…

img 9

…about bringing…

img 10

…industry…

img 11

…industry back…



5.2.3. “Industry” 

Image 1 shows that the word “industry” was important in this sentence. Trump 
signals a change in his speech by changing the form of  his beat in image 2. At 
the same time he alters the semantic form of  his sentence, he stops addressing 
the audience in second person (“your industry”) and is instead addressing the 
audience in third person (“what we do for Michigan”). 
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…your industry…

img 1

…for Michigan…

img 2



In images 3 and 4 he is using words to say “I’ve been talking about it for a long 
time”, while his hands are saying “no” or “stop”. The speech contrasting the 
gestures could indicate that this is an example of  a thought the speaker believes 
is hidden that is being revealed by gestures. 

Image 5 makes salient that the word “crooked” is important in the sentence. In 
image 6 Trump posing an implicit question through his gesture and is waiting 
for an answer. Explicitly he says “she has not talked about it”, the implicit 
question being “has she?” and the audience actually responds to the question by 
both cheering and booing louder. 
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…Michigan I’ve…

img 3

…it for…

img 4



In image 7 the word “she” is of  greater importance, and “she” is the main word 
for the image 8 as well. Although in image 8 the gesture is a very explicit “stop”. 
Here speech and gesture come together to create the semantic meaning “stop 
she”, or the grammatically correct semantic equivalent “stop her”. 

In contrast to image 8, image 9 is much less pronounced and takes place in the 
extreme periphery. The gesture would be out of  line of  sight in a normal 
conversation, and as discussed this is an indicator of  a “hidden” thought.  
However it is still gestured, and though Trump is still talking about out-groups, 
he is gesturing a much less forceful “stop” towards Clinton’s talk about “bringing 
back industry” than towards Clinton herself. For image 10 Trump is performing 
a slicing gesture, possibly illustrating an iconic idea of  how “industry” behaves. 
Image 11 is simply a landing.    

IMG 1 IMG 2 IMG 3 IMG 4

Neutral 
Pinching  

towards camera

In-group 
Open palm  

towards camera

In-group 
Open palm  

towards camera

Neutral 
Open palm 

towards camera

IMG 5 IMG 6 IMG 7 IMG 8

Out-group 
Pinching  

towards camera

Out-group 
Open palm  

towards camera

Out-group 
Pinching  

towards camera

Out-group 
Open palm  

towards camera

IMG 9 IMG 10 IMG 11

Neutral 
Open palm 
periphery

Neutral 
Open palm 

inwards

Neutral 
Landing
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5.2.4. “Corrupt” 

In image 1 Trump is not using his pinching gesture as a beat. Instead he is 
“picking up” specific politicians, namely the corrupt ones, and in image 2 he is 
singling “stop” as he is saying “the corrupt politicians”, resulting in the 
combined meaning “stop the corrupt politicians”. 
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the…

img 2

…corrupt politicians…



“Their special interests” also receives an extra forceful “no” gesture in image 3. 
The “no” continues through images 4, 5 and 6, accompanied by the sentence 
“have ruled over this country for a very long time”. With extra emphasis added 
to the words “for” and “very”. 
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…over this…

img 4img 3

…and their…

img 5

…country for…

img 6

…long…

…today…

img 7 img 8

I …

img 1

…establishment…

img 2



After a slight pause Trump indicates the change in his spoken tone by returning 
to his beat in image 7. Image 8 is a landing.  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…hear our words our 
words…

img 3-3.3

when…

img 4

img 5

…going to…

img 6



IMG 1 IMG 2 IMG 3 IMG 4

Out-group 
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away

Out-group 
Open palm 

towards camera

Out-group 
Open palm 

towards camera

Neutral 
Open palm 

towards camera

IMG 5 IMG 6 IMG 7 IMG 8
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Open palm 

towards camera
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Open palm 

towards camera

In-group 
Pinching  

towards camera

Neutral 
Landing
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…Washington…

img 9 img 10

…we’re going…

img 7

…today and…

img 8



5.2.5. “Want” 

Image 1 is a beat, making salient “I” and “Washington”.  In image 2, at the 
word “establishment” Trump is signalling a mild “no” in the periphery, once 
again, this might be indicative of  a “hidden” thought. 
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Image 3-3.3 is a compilation of  four different images all depicting the same 
gesture in different phases of  the stroke. Trump is pointing at the audience while 

moving his index finger in a circle to include all of  the audience members in the 

word “our”. Here he is explicitly saying that they all are part of  the same in-
group, and that the out-group (the “corrupt Washington establishment”) will 
hear their joint words. The beat in image 4 highlights “when” and “say”.  

The gesture in image 5 is made in silence here, but repeated with speech in 
image 9. At the same time, Trump interrupts the flow of  his speech, he pauses 
and leaves the beginning of  the sentence incomplete, “hear our words, our 
words, when we say…”. He then begins a new, similar sentence, “you know 
what we’re going to say…”, as shown in image 6. Trump displays open palms 
turned upwards with relaxed fingers, waiting for an answer to “you know what 
we’re going to say”. Nevertheless, he discontinues that sentence too without 
completing it, and instead says “we’re going to win today”, shown in images 7 
and 8. 
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we…

img 1

…cut taxes…

img 2



The gesture in image 7 is two handed, although Trump is not using either hand 
as a reference point for the other, but rather performing two distinct gestures at 
once. With his left hand he is gesturing the “stop” gesture and simultaneously his 
right hand is beating to highlight “going” and “today”. 

As Trump is beginning to say “going to Washington” (image 9), he repeats the 
gesture from image 5. This time handing his audience Washington DC through 
the conduit metaphor. The gesture-speech mismatch from image 5 is suggestive 
of  a not fully formed concept in the mind of  the speaker, just as in the children 
studied by Goldin-Meadow. In this case, Trump could have been thinking about 
the concept of  “Washington” already by image 5. However, the concept did not 
fit grammatically into the sentence structure he had started, which prompted a 
restart of  a similar sentence. As “Washington” still did not fit in the next 
sentence, he abandoned this one too and began an entirely new sentence 
centred around “Washington” instead of  a sentence about “saying”. Image 10 is 
singling the “hands off ” variant of  the open palm gesture.  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…Hillary…

img 3

…wants…

img 4

…raise…

img 5

…very significantly…

img 6
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IMG 5 IMG 6 IMG 7 IMG 8
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…leadership or…

img 5

…everything at…

img 6

it’s…

img 3-3.2

…and steady…

img 4



5.2.6. “Taxes” 

The beat in image 1 marks the words “we” and “massively”. Image 2 signals 
“stop” as Trump is talking about cutting taxes.  
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…risk it…

img 7

…between…

img 8

…more…

img 9

…stacked for…

img 10



In image 3 through 5 Trump returns to his beat, although in image 4 he is lifting 

his hand and performing the beat at head level. Although, between image 4 and 
5 there is a gesture-speech dyssynchrony. From image 4 one can read the 
combined semantic meaning of  “Hillary wants” + the “raise” gesture to 
foreshadow the usage of  the word “raise" which Trump is about to say in image 
5. Finally image 6 is a landing. 

IMG 1 IMG 2 IMG 3 IMG 4
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I often…
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…didn’t recognize…
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5.3. The Democratic candidate: Clinton  
In this section, the selected transcripts and accompanying gestures for Clinton 
will be presented in chronological order. 

5.3.1. “Let me” 

Image 1 signals a “stop” accompanying the words “let me say this”. Resulting in 
the combined semantic meaning “stop, let me say this”. Image 2 is a landing 
performed in silence. It is very fitting that a dramatic pause in speech is 
accompanied by a pause in gesture as well.  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…the country…
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…Donald…
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Image 3-3.2 is very interesting because it illustrates a beat as Clinton is 
preparing the next gesture, before she has begun to speak after the dramatic 
pause. Her hand is an open palm, then closes to a fist and then quickly opens to 
an open palm again at the same time as she begins to speak. Since there is no 
accompanying speech it is hard to determine exactly what prompted the gesture, 
although quite possibly Clinton was about to begin speaking at that moment, 
and then changed her mind. In image 4 Clinton is pinching and holding on to 
“strong and steady leadership”. 

In image 5 she “lets go” of  the strong and steady leadership and she is 
contrasting the strong and steady leadership with her words as well. 
Furthermore, in image 6 she has turned her entire upper body in the other 
direction, creating a spatial divide between the “strong and steady leadership” 
on her left side, and the “loose cannon” on her right. In image 6 Clinton is using 
gesture to underline the emotional gravity of  “putting everything at risk”. 
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Image 7 is a landing between the sentences “putting everything at risk.” and the 
continuation “It is between…”. In image 8 Clinton picks up “the economy” 
from her right side where it “works for everyone” and contrasts it by moving it 
to her left side where the “economy is even more stacked for those at the top”. 
Accompanying those words she holds “the economy” in her pinched right hand 
and “stacks” the economy on top of  the baseline she is singling with her left 
hand, as shown in image 10. 
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img 3

…know something…

img 4

Donald…

img 5

…Trump made…
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5.3.2. “Often” 

Image 1 illustrates a questioning gesture, or waiting to receive an answer. 
Although it is not clear based on her speech what the question would be. 
Clinton says “I often did not recognize”, so the most likely question associated 
with her speech is something along the lines of  “Did I?”. In image 2 the reason 
for Clinton “not recognising the country Donald Trump was describing” is not 

Out-group 
Two handed

Out-group 
Two handed

!45

…money of…

img 7

…the backs…

img 8

…stiffing…

img 9

…them and…

img 10

img 11



lack of  information or misunderstanding what country Trump is referring to. 
Rather she does not “recognise the country” for emotional reasons, which is 
reinforced by the gesture displayed in image 2. 
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Images 3 and 4 are beats performed within the retraction of  the gesture in 
image 2. The beats mark the words “country” and “Donald” respectively. In 

image 3 Clinton’s right hand jerks outward at the mention of  “country”, and in 
image 4 as she says Trump’s name she flexes the fingers on her right hand, from 
a relaxed hand shape into an open palm whilst still retracting her hands. The 
beat highlights the importance of  “Donald”.  

Image 5 shows the landing after the retraction. 

IMG 1 IMG 2 IMG 3 IMG 4
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…about…
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5.3.3. “Table” 
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…the other…

img 1

…table so…

img 2

…I say…

img 9

…case then…

img 10

…then deal…

img 11 img 12



The gesture in image 1 is in the stroke phase when the transcript begins. Images 
1 and 2 both illustrate iconic elements from the story Clinton is telling. In image 
1 she is talking about “the other table” and gesturing away from herself. Then  
in image 2 she performs the next gesture in front of  herself, illustrating “the 
table”. 
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If  one pays close attention to images 3 and 5 the gestures are very similar, 

although there is a distinct difference 
in the angle she is pointing at. In the 
first stroke (img 3) Clinton is pointing 
slightly upwards as if  holding up a 
finger to make a point, while she is 
saying “I”. Then she retracts her 
finger (img 4), and then points again 
(img 5), this time directly at the 
camera when speaking of  Trump. In 

image 6 Clinton’s hand is higher up than during the other strokes, when saying 
“made a lot of  money”. Possibly signalling the large amount by lifting her hand.  
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democrats…
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…republicans inde…

img 4



Moreover, images 3 to 10 are a series of  gestures and beats within the same 
gesture unit. Clinton does not properly retract her hands until the landing 
displayed in image 11. The beats highlight the words “I + know + Donald + 
Trump + made + money + backs + stiffing + them + his”. Clinton also makes a 
spatial distinction within the unit. “I + know” is directed to her left, “Donald” to 
the camera, and the rest of  her sentence to her right. 
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5.3.4. “Now” 

Image 1 depicts a landing. Clinton holds the stroke in image 2 throughout 
“about everything I’ve said so far my opponent disagrees ”waiting for an answer, 
as if  saying “right?”. 
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In images 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 Clinton is performing a beat. For the first beat she 
introduces “I talk about”, and then for each of  the three subsequent beats she 
lists a talking point. Image 5: “affordable child care”, image 6: “paid family 
leave”, image 7: “equal pay”. In image 8 she semantically contrasts the first beat 
by saying “he says” referring to Trump. Clinton gestures this beat towards the 
camera. These images are classified as beats rather than proper gestures because 
they only have two phases, an up movement and a down movement, and no 
discernible stroke phase. Image 4 shows one example of  the landings Clinton 
performs in-between the beats. 

In images 9 through 11 Clinton points at her audience as if  nominating them as 
the next speaker, while simultaneously beating with her pointing gesture and 
emphasising the words “deal me in”. As “deal me in” is a slogan Clinton has 
used previously (although not in this particular material), the audience is able to 
project the end of  her sentence as she is saying it. Clinton’s next speaker 
nomination and the audiences ability to project the not yet spoken words in the 
sentence enable them to say the slogan at the same time as Clinton is saying it. 
Once the sentence is completed, Clinton retracts the pointing gesture, and 
therefore also the nomination. This is further supported by the words Clinton 
uses to frame the slogan, she says “I (say)” when pointing at someone else. This 
gesture-speech combination is interpreted as “you pretend to be me”, which 
here results in the semantic meaning “you (say) + what I say”. In image 12 she 
smiles to signal to the audience that their projection was correct and that he 
social order is intact.  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5.3.5. “Democrats”  

In image 1 Clinton begins to list democrats, through an emblematic “thumbs 
up”. In image 2, in the same gesture unit, Clinton lists republicans by gesturing 
an emblematic “gun” gesture, and points it directly at the camera. Image 3 is 
not quite a complete landing, although it still signals the beginning of  a new 
gesture unit. In image 4 Clinton points away from herself  and the audience to 
show “independents”, and spatially she places them very far away from the 
other parties. Image 5 is a proper landing.  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6. Discussion 
The candidates generally use an individual set of  gestures. In addition to his 
beat, Trump heavily favours the open palm to towards the camera gesture, 
unlike Clinton who does not favour any particular gesture beyond landings, 
which have different forms. It might be argued that their usage of  gestures is 
reflective of  their political platforms. The official campaign slogan for Clinton 
was “stronger together”, whereas one of  the most famous Trump slogans was 
“build that wall”. This is expressed through their respective hand gestures, as 
Trump has a stronger tendency to “push away” through his gestures. In 
contrast, Clinton repeatedly gestures towards herself, which Trump does not. 
This discrepancy is possibly due to that Clinton uses her gestures to express 
emotion, and is careful with her words, whereas Trump is very explicit in his 
speech with what emotions he is feeling instead. 

Clinton displays more landings than Trump does, and she also has more 
dramatic pauses in the material. This could speak to each candidates skill as a 
trained rhetorician, however that is not the only criteria for being a good 
speaker, since Trump as a speaker is renowned for his entertainment value. 
Clinton is much more inclined to interact with the audience, which is shown 
explicitly when she prompts them to say the slogan with her. Also, she 
repeatedly gestures the open palm upward gesture, as if  asking the audience 
questions. Furthermore Clinton is much more inclined to use gestures spatially, 
and is turning towards different parts of  the audience at different times. Clinton 
works spatially with in-groups and out-groups and frequently separates the 
groups spatially through gesture. Instead of  focusing his gestures towards the 
audience, Trump is much more inclined to interact with the camera, and direct 
his gestures towards the camera as if  it was a true co-participant. It is quite 
possible that the candidates are actually directing their gestures towards different 
audiences, Clinton for those present, and Trump for the viewers at home. 

It would be necessary to reexamine the same research question again with a 
bigger data set to be certain, but the current data does not indicate that there is 
any clear difference in gestures when talking about an in-group versus an out-
group. Although that conclusion depends heavily on the categories of  the 
images that were chosen. In most cases the categories could very well be divided 
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into several subcategories, as made clear in chapter 5, where some of  the 
nuances of  the categories were explored. If  the categories were more fine 
grained more could be discovered about the differences between speaking of  in-
groups and out-groups for each candidate. Although that would leave one or 
two gestures per category, making the analysis rather unreliable. So once again a 
bigger dataset is required for that level of  analysis. 
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7. Conclusion 
The two candidates have very different patterns of  gesture when they are 
speaking about in-groups and out-groups. However, the variation was much 
more significant between the candidates than within the gestural vocabulary for 
a single candidate. 

The research questions were: 

a) Which gestures are two politicians using when speaking of  in-group and out-
group notions? 

b) How frequently is any given gesture used? 

c) How are the politicians using these gestures in relation to in-group and out-
group notions? 

The research questions were answered in: 

a) section 4.3. Gesture categories.  

b) section 5.1. Quantitative summary. 

c) section 5.2. The Republican candidate: Trump and in section 5.3. The Democratic 
candidate: Clinton. 
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